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Abstract. This paper presents a novel technique for classifying user accounts on
Twitter. The main purpose of our classification is to distinguish the patterns of
users from those of individuals and organizations. However, such a task is nontrivial. Classic and consolidated approaches use textual features from Natural
Language Processing (NLP) for classification. Nevertheless, such approaches
still have some drawbacks like the computational cost and the fact that they depend on a specific language. In this work, we propose a statistical-based approach
based on metadata of user profiles, popularity of posts and other statistical features in order to recognize the type of users without using the textual content. We
performed a set of experiments over a twitter dataset and learn-based algorithms.
This yielded an F-measure of 95.6% using the Random Forest algorithm and synthetic minority oversampling technique.
Keywords: Twitter User Classification, Individual Vs. Organization, Metadata
of User Profile, Popularity of Posts Features.
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Introduction:

Nowadays, social media attract the attention of several parties in the community such
as organizations, researchers, politicians etc. This growing phenomenon has become an
important part of our everyday life. Billions of users generate a huge amount of data on
such social media which allow users to register through the creation of a profile account,
following other members and sharing content. Several recent research studies were motivated by the emergence of social media such as author profiling [1, 2, 3], event detection [4], user recommendation [5] etc. Twitter is one of the leading social media, which
allow users to post 280 characters known as tweets. This free micro blogging has been
used not only by individuals to generate and share various types of content, but also by
organizations to spread information and engage users. In [6], the authors showed that
the presence of organizations makes up 9.4 % of the accounts on Twitter.
In this paper, we attempt to classify user accounts on Twitter from those of individuals and organizations. The ability to classify the patterns from both user types is
needed for developing many applications such as recommendation engines, products
opinion mining tools etc. Classical and consolidated approaches of text mining use textual features from NLP for classification. Nevertheless, such approaches still have some
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drawbacks like the computational cost and the fact that they depend on a specific language. In this context, the main contribution of this work is to demonstrate the importance of using statistical parameters in order to perform the individual Vs. Organization classification task. We illustrated the benefits from using both metadata of user
profiles and metadata of posts in order to classify user accounts from those of individuals and organization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
works. In Section 3, our proposed method is detailed. In Section 4, experimental results
are discussed. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.
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Related works

Several works of author profiling have been done on a single and specific perspective such as organization and individual classification [3, 6, 7], political orientation [8],
bot detection [9], age prediction [10]. Twitter user classification approaches involves
three major types of research, namely statistical-based approaches, content-based approaches and hybrid approaches.
First, statistical-based approaches that used statistical parameters such as the
metadata of user profiles [9], the time distribution between posts [11], post frequency
[12]. Second, content-based approaches that used only the textual features from (NLP)
such as n-grams [2], n-grams, linguistics, informal language and twitter stylistic features [7], word2vec neural language model with a Convolutional Neural Network
(DCCN) [10], the semantic Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [13]. Third, hybrid approaches that aim to combine the statistical-based and content-based approaches. Different classes of features were used together such as posts content, social and temporal
features [3], posts content, stylistic, structural and behavioral features [6], metadata of
user profiles and derived tweeting behavior features [1].
Although content-based and hybrid approaches were heavily used in the literature,
these approaches also have their drawbacks such as the computational cost and the fact
that they depend on a specific language. On the other hand, statistical-based approaches
use language-independent features without using the content parameters. Therefore, we
proposed a statistical-based approach in order to distinguish Twitter user accounts from
those of individuals and organizations. Our work is similar to that of [3, 6, 7, 14, 15],
but these previous works used textual content features in the classification task. In fact,
messages from social media are imprecise, short, written in informal language etc. In
another similar work in [16], the authors used network features. This type of approach
is very expensive and more complex than other types of approaches.
To overcome the challenge previously mentioned, we proposed a statistical-based
approach in order to classify the patterns of users from those of individuals and organizations. The main advantage from our proposed approach is that using language independent features without using the content features while achieving a high accuracy of
classification. We designed a rich set of statistical features which proved their importance during this work. In the following section, we will discuss our proposed
method.
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Proposed method

Our proposed approach contains three main phases, namely data collection, features
extraction and classification. The following subsection discusses the progression of our
proposed approach.
3.1

Data collection

In order to create our data sets, we used Twitter timeline (API), which allows collecting
the K most recent posts of such user. Previous studies have shown that 200 posts are
typically sufficient and it is enough for predicting Twitter user characteristics [6]. We
used the datasets published in [6]1. Table.1, presents an overview of the used datasets.
These datasets contain a user_id with a label like “ind” or “org” (individual or organisation). We used the user_id with the Ttwitter timeline API in order to collect the 200
most recent posts of each user. The posts came with a little attribute; they were
Timestamp, User and Tweet. The Timestamp attribute which contain the time and date
of posting. The Tweet attribute which contain metadata about the post. The User attribute which contain metadata of the user profile.
We observed the user accounts’ statuses via the statuses/user_Timeline API endpoint. These statuses can take on one of four values, namely active account, removed
account, private account and suspended account. Since we could not have access to the
posts of suspended, removed and private accounts, in this work we used only active
user accounts. This way, the next step of the method could follow.
Table 1. An overview of the used datasets.

Individual
Organization

3.2

Total number
labeled accounts
18362
1911

Number of Removed, suspended, or private accounts
3065
96

Number of
Active accounts
15297
1815

Features extraction

The main purpose of this phase is to build a feature vector for the user account. Three
types of features were proposed, these included parameters from the metadata of the
user profile, the popularity of post features and other statistical features.
Metadata of user profile features. Different parameters from metadata of the user
profile are exploited. The ‘User’ attribute described in (Section 3.1) was used in order
1
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to capture information from the metadata of the user profile; these included binary and
numerical features. First, the numerical features included the number of followers, the
number of followings, the ratio of followers to followings, the number of lists that this
user is a member of, the number of tweets that this user has ‘liked’, the number of all
posts per day, and the total number of posts. Second, the binary features include
whether the user has enabled the possibility of geo-tagging their Tweets, whether the
user has declared their location, whether the user has provided a URL in association
with their profile, whether the profile has a description and whether the user has a verified account.
Popularity of post features. In addition to the metadata of user profile features, we
used parameters from the metadata of posts; these features represent how much users
interact with the posts of the user. 12 popularity of post features were proposed. These
are calculated using (Eq. 1), (Eq. 2), (Eq. 3), and (Eq. 4).
𝑓𝑎𝑣(𝑃) = (∑𝑛𝑘=0 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑃))
𝑛

𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑃) = (∑𝑘=0 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠(𝑃))

(1)
(2)

𝑝𝑜𝑝_𝑓𝑎𝑣(𝑃) =

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒_𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟_𝑜𝑓_𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑃)
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

(3)

𝑝𝑜𝑝_𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑃) =

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒_𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟_𝑜𝑓_𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠(𝑃)
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

(4)

where: P may be (tweets, retweets, or replies), n represents the number of P, ‘number
of retweets’ is the number of users reposting the post of the user, ‘number of favorites’
is the number of users favoring the post of the user, ‘number of followings’ is the number of followings of the user.
Statistical features. Other parameters from the metadata of posts were used; these include the number of posts that contain a mention to another user, the number of quoted
tweets (i.e. retweets with a comment), the number of posts that were posted in association with a place, the number of geo-tagged posts, and the average interval between
posts.
3.3

Classification

The main purpose of this phase is the classification task. We tested a set of supervised
machine-learning algorithms in order to make a decision as to which classifier performs
better with our proposed features. Finally, we constructed our predictive model in order
to use it in the process of individual vs. organization classification task. The following
section discusses the experimental settings and results.
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Experiment and evaluation

To verify the validity of our proposed framework, we performed several experiments.
We used a set of supervised machine-learning classifiers, namely Random Forest (RF),
Simple Logistic (SL), Logit Boost (LB), Bagging (B) and Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP). We performed a 10-fold cross validation in order to test the performance measurement of each classifier. The tests were implemented using the Waikato Environment
for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA). To evaluate the performance of our proposed
method, we used four metrics, namely Recall, Precision, F-measure and Accuracy. Table.2 shows the performance measurement of each classifier. The Random Forest algorithm outperformed the other ones by achieving an F-measure of 93.0%.
Table 2. 10-fold cross validation performance measurement.

Avg._Precision%
RF
SL
LB
B
MLP

92.9
89.4
91.9
92.6
89.2

Avg._Recall%
93.3
90.9
92.5
93.1
90.3

Avg._f-measure%
93.0
89.3
92.1
92.8
89.6

Table 3. F-measure results for both classes and in two conditions.

Majority class
Proposed method

Balanced datasets
Ind.
Org.
%f-measure
0
100
50
89.2 89.5
89.3

Ind.
100
96.3

Full datasets
Org.
%f-measure
0
89.39
65.1
93.0

Given the skewed distribution of the user account types, we compared the performance of the proposed approach with the majority-class baseline, which classifies all
the instances in the class that contains the majority samples (in our case the ‘organization’ class). We evaluated our proposed approach in two conditions, using balanced
datasets and imbalanced datasets. As shown in Table.3, we outperformed the majorityclass baseline in both balanced datasets and imbalanced datasets.
In order to evaluate the importance of features, we also evaluated the F-measure of
the corresponding models:





(MUP): metadata of user profile features F-measure=91.4%.
(PP): popularity of post features F-measure=90.2%.
(S): statistical features F-measure=85.9%.
(MUP) + (PP): metadata of user profile and popularity of post features F-measure=92.8%.
 (MUP)+(S): metadata of user profile and statistical features F-measure=91.9 %.
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 (PP)+(S): popularity of posts features and statistical features F-measure=90.8 %.
 (MUP)+(PP)+(S): all proposed features F-measure=93.0%.
We also used Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [17] in order to
balance the datasets. (SMOTE) algorithm allows generating a new sample based on the
feature vector of the minority class (in our case the ‘organization’ class) and is a powerful method that has been successful in many domains [18]. Significant performance
gains were observed on balancing datasets. As shown in Table.4, when we used our
proposed features with (SMOTE) technique, the accuracy reached 95.64%. Our proposed framework outperformed previous ones by using language independent features
without using the content parameters while achieving similar accuracy of classification
than previous works. Moreover, our proposed framework assures multi-dialectal and
multi-lingual organization detection, unlike previous proposed frameworks, which
were dependent on a specific language. In addition, we designed a minimal number of
statistical features that demonstrated their utility in classifying the patterns of users into
humans and organizations.
Table 4. Comparison with similar works.
Work
[6]
[15]
Our proposed features
Our proposed features + SMOTE
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Accuracy%
95.50
93.40
93.10
95.64

Conclusion

This paper presented a statistical-based approach for classifying user accounts on online
social networks. Our proposed approach differs from the previous ones in terms of the
features used in the classification task. Previous works used the textual content of posts
as features. However, they had some drawbacks such as time consumption and dependence on a specific language. Our work outperforms the previous ones in two dimensions. First, in previous works, features extraction needed multilingual and multidialectal resources, but in our proposed approach, feature extraction is performed without
taking into account the user's language. Second, the user may post various types of
content (i.e. text, images, videos etc.); previous works fail with the user who posts multimedia posts. In contrast, our proposed approach does well with the user who uses a
multimedia content since it uses only the metadata of the user profile and metadata of
the posts’ features. Our proposed framework achieve high F-measure result of 95.6%.
We demonstrated that using a minimal number of statistical features are sufficient to
classify user accounts accurately and quickly. Although we have chosen only the Twitter platform but our proposed approach is generic and can be translated into any social
networks such as Facebook and Instagram.
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